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Abstract—Engineering collective adaptive systems (CAS) is a challenging task. Concurrent systems, esp. when being large-scale, are known to be hard to design as the overall system behavior non-linearly results from local behavior and interactions. They are also hard to engineer and debug, as time dependent errors are often hard to reproduce. Simulation tools and environments are often used to assist in this task.

From our experience in developing and using simulators for decentralized systems (in traffic, logistics and smart power grid management), we learned that a simulation environment should comply to the following quality criteria.

First, from a software engineering point of view, a simulation environment itself must be designed up to the highest software quality standards - modularity, separation of concerns, test-driven development, guaranteed state consistency, etc. are particularly important quality criteria to ensure correctness, extensibility and manageability of the software.

Second, the simulation environment must provide convenient support for using and extending the simulation environment, ease the visualization of solutions, and - since its use in scientific process - offer direct support for evaluating CAS through the set-up of experiments.

In this paper, we present RinSim, an open source simulator that simplifies the engineering of CAS and comes with support for transportation and logistics problems. Although logistics is a complex field, RinSim focusses on simplicity and consistency. The focus on simplicity results in a simulator that is easy to use, easy to extend and easy to comprehend. The focus on consistency increases the reliability of the simulator itself and of user code by adhering to the fail-fast principle. An important feature of RinSim is its explicit separation of problem and solution. This design decision simplifies development of CAS since it forces designers to separate these two aspects. When defining the problem one can think in terms of constraints which the solution should adhere to. When defining the solution one can freely explore the space of solutions that fall within the set of constraints as defined by the problem, without having to worry about violating consistency.

A design overview, the core features, our experiences and the conclusion are described in sections II-V respectively.

II. DESIGN OVERVIEW

In RinSim terminology, the parts of the simulation that define the problem and environment are called models, the parts of the simulation that solve the problem (i.e. the solution, the CAS) are called agents. The design of RinSim allows a minimally complex configuration by only using the models that are required. When the problem is configured, the programmer can focus on the solution without having to worry about accidentally violating simulation consistency.

A design overview, the core features, our experiences and the conclusion are described in sections II-V respectively.
the problem not the solution (e.g. a vehicle that can pickup things). Actions define the problem space in which a good solution has to be found.

III. FEATURES

RinSim has a flexible and modular model design. Models focus on a single task and are independent of each other, allowing any combination of models. Generally, each model defines several constraints, it guarantees that either all constraints are met or in case of a violation it throws an exception. We describe the models and other features:

Road travel model: The road travel model is a model which supports moving objects in a 2D space. Currently it supports two types of 2D space: directed graphs and planes. The model takes care of several global properties such as enforcing position consistency and maximum speed.

Pickup and delivery model: This model is designed such that it can support the general pickup-and-delivery problem (PDP) as defined in [1]. This means it supports dial-a-ride problems, vehicle routing problems and pickup-and delivery problems each which may or may not be dynamic and/or has time windows. In the model vehicles can pickup and deliver parcels. The model enforces capacity constraints, (un)loading time constraints and position consistency.

Agent communication model: The agent communication model provides an easy to use system for sending and receiving messages between two parts of a system. It defines an inbox which participants can read to check if they have new messages. The communication model can also be used to broadcast messages to a certain area.

Time management: A system for time is used that enforces time consistency throughout the system.

Problem scenarios: Problem scenarios can easily be created and played in the simulator.

Graphs and OpenStreetMap data: The road model in RinSim is represented as a graph, a tuple of vertices and edges (V,E). Existing OpenStreetMap\(^2\) graphs can be loaded and graphs can be serialized in the DOT format.

Visualization: Visualization is entirely separate from the core simulation, it can be easily defined and customized. The standard implementation is displayed in Figure 2.

Code quality: To ensure code quality of the system several industry practices have been adopted, among them are extensive use of unit tests, using a continuous integration server and static code and documentation analysis tools.

IV. EXPERIENCES

RinSim is used in several research projects and in our education program on multi-agent system (MAS) software development. We highlight three experiences:

Delegate MAS paper: In [2] RinSim was used for the implementation of Delegate MAS for PDP, this proved to be very effective and reduced development time.

Genetic programming paper: In [3], genetic programming was used for designing a MAS for the dial-a-ride problem. All kind of irrational agents emerged during the evolutionary design process, some which could potentially violate the problem constraints. The focus on consistency in RinSim allowed us to find these problems very quickly, greatly speeding up the development process.

RinSim as educational platform: For a course on MAS at the KU Leuven we have provided the students with the RinSim simulator. Compared to previous years, using RinSim the students were able to create higher quality solutions and were more enthusiastic about the project.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented RinSim, an open source discrete time MAS simulator for solving transportation and logistics problems. The explicit separation of problem and solution and focus on simplicity in the design of the simulator has made it a very easy to use system for the design of CAS. Besides, the focus on consistency makes RinSim a very reliable choice when developing software for research.
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